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® Performance measurement device for a telecommunication path and method used therein. 

@ A device (PMD) and a method for measuring the 
performances characteristics of a communication 
path of a telecommunication packet switching net- 
work (ATM) by transmitting test packets through this 
path while other life traffic is operating. The test 
packets are life data communication packets of the 

life traffic and of which the communication data has 
been replaced by performance measurement data. 
No traffic of test packets Is thereby added to the 
existing life traffic and the latter Is not disturbed by 
the measurements. 
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The present invention relates to a performance 
measurement device for at least one communica- 
tion path between a first and a second subscriber 
location of a telecommunication packet switching 
network, said device Including test packet genera- 
tion means for generating test packets and for 
transmitting them through said switching network 
via said communication path, and packet analyzer 
means for receiving said test packets from said 
switching network and for measuring the perfor- 

. mance characteristics of said communication path. 
For the evaluation of the performance char- 

acteristics of a communication path, e.g. the bit 
error rate, the number of packets lost and/or in- 
serted, the delay jitter, etc.... a "measurement traf- 
fic" of test packets has to be generated. This 

• measurement traffic is either constituted by test 
. packets added to the existing life traffic of data 
' communication packets or by test packets simulat- 

ing such a life traffic. 
In case of addition of test packets, the ratio of 

these test packets on the life packets must remain 
very low, e.g. less than one percent, to avoid too 
much disturbance on the perfornnance characteris- 
tics of the life transmission. As a result, a long 
measurement time Is required for establishing the 
packet loss since the latter is generally of about 
10"8 for a switching network and is calculated by 
means of the test packets only. 

In case of simulation, real time traffic gener- 
ators or sources are simulated by mathematical 
models, e.g. by Gaussian or exponential distribu- 
tions, and to obtain reliable results the simulated 
test packet stream must resemble as much as 
possible to the life traffic. This resemblance is 
however not obvious to obtain in practice. 

An object of the present invention is to provide 
a performance measurement device whereof the 
test packets do not disturb the other existing real 
time traffic of the switching network and wherein 
the generated measurement traffic corresponds ex- 
actly to life traffic. 

According to the invention, this object is 
achieved due to the fact that said test packet 
generation means are adapted to receive life data 
communication packets from a life traffic source 
located at said first subscriber location and to 
transform said life packets into said test packets. 

In this way, no test packets are added to the 
existing real time traffic and the latter is thereby 
not disturbed. Moreover, because the data commu- 
nication packets of the life traffic source, e.g. a 
video source, are used to create the measurement 
traffic of test packets, this test traffic corresponds 
exactly to life traffic between the first and second 
subscriber locations. 

It is to be noted that when replacing life pack- 
ets by test packets, the corresponding life traffic 

does no longer exist. A possible solution to keep 
the life traffic active is to make a copy of the life 
packets prior to translating them Into test packets 
and to transmit these copies to the second sub- 

5 scrlber location via another communication path 
through the switching network. 

Another characteristic feature of the present 
invention is that said test packet generation means, 
said packet analyzer means and said life traffic 

70 source are ail connected to said switching network, 
and that said life packets are received in said test 
packet generation means from said life traffic 
source via said switching network. 

The performance measurement device needs 
15    thus not to be located exactly at the same location 

as the life traffic source. 
Still another characteristic feature of the 

present invention is that the performance measure- 
ment device further includes packet switching 

20 means coupled between said life traffic source and 
said test packet generation means, said packet 
switching means being adapted to receive packets 
and to transmit them either to said test packet 
generation means or to said switching network ac- 

25 cording to predetermined parameters stored in said 
packets. 

In this way, all the life packets of a particular 
type, e.g. video packets, may for Instance be trans- 
mitted from different life traffic sources to the per- 

30 formance measurement device and more particu- 
larly to the packet switching means thereof. On the 
one hand, the life packets which have to be trans- 
formed into test packets are sent by the packet 
switching means to the test packet generation 

35 means whilst, on the other hand, the remaining life 
packets are sent back to the switching network 
without modification. 

Also another characteristic feature of the 
present Invention is that each of said packets has a 

40 data field and a header which stores routing in- 
formation indicative of the destination of said pack- 
et through said switching network and that said 
predetermined parameters are stored in said head- 
er of said packet. 

45 The invention is also characterized by the fact 
that said packet analyzer means are coupled be- 
tween said life traffic source and said test packet 
generation means and are adapted to receive pack- 
ets, to recognize test packets from life packets and 

50 to transmit the latter to said test packet generation 
means. 

Further, said test packet generation means pro- 
vide one test packet for each of said life packets 
received from said packet analyzer means and the 

55    data field of said test packet stores performance 
measurement data. 

Without modifying the data field of the data 
communication packets, the only performance 
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characteristic which can be measured is the packet 
inter-arrival time because the data communication 
packets contain no performance measurement data 
which can be used for determining the other perfor- 
mance characteristics mentioned above. 

Furthermore, the header of said test packet 
provided by said test packet generation means is 
at least partly Identical to the header of the cor- 
responding life packet received from said packet 
analyzer means. 

It is also a feature of the invention that said 
packet analyzer means are coupled between said 
packet switching means and said test packet gen- 
eration means, said packet analyzer means being 
adapted to receive test packets and to perform the 
performance measurement in function of perfor- 
mance measurement data stored in the data field 
of said received test packets. 

The performance measurement device is there- 
by not only able to generate test packets from 
received data communication packets, but it can 
also receive test packets and analyze them to 
obtain the requested performance measurements. 

In a preferred embodiment, said switching net- 
work is an Asynchronous Transfert Mode (ATM) 
switching network. 

The present invention also relates to a method 
for measuring the performance characteristics of at 
least one communication path of a telecommunica- 
tion packet switching network by transmitting test 
packets through said network. This method is char- 
acterized in that said test packets are life data 
communication packets of life traffic and of which 
the communication data is replaced by perfor- 
mance measurement data. 

The above mentioned and other objects and 
features of the invention will become more appar- 
ent and the invention itself will be best understood 
by referring to the following description of an em- 
bodiment taken In conjunction with the accompany- 
ing drawing which shows a performance measure- 
ment device PMD according to the invention. 

The performance measurement device PMD 
forms part of a packet telecommunication system 
(not shown) which also includes an Asynchronous 
Transfer Mode (ATM) switching network and life 
traffic sources and receivers connected thereto. 
The life traffic sources are located at subscriber 
locations and generate life data communication 
packets containing user data such as digital video 
signals. In normal operation, these life packets are 
transmitted through the switching network via one 
or more communication paths from the life traffic 
source at a first subscriber location to the life traffic 
receiver at a second subscriber location. 

It is to be noted that although in the Asyn- 
chronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technique the word 
"ceir is preferred to the word "packet", only the 

latter will be used in the following part of this 
description. 

Each packet has a header and a data field also 
called pay load. The header contains routing in- 

5 formation Indicative of the destination. I.e. the ad- 
dress of the second subscriber location and param- 
eters allowing at least to identify the type of packet, 
e.g. a video packet or a maintenance packet. In the 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode switching technique, 

70 the routing information is constituted by a so-called 
Virtual Channel Identifier/ Virtual Path Identifier 
(VCIA/PI). The data field contains communication 
data or user information which, in the case of a 
video packet, is constituted by digital video signals, 

75 In order to perform measurements on the per- 
formance characteristics of a communication path 
and thus of the telecommunication system and 
more particularly of the ATM switching network 
thereof, test packets are generated and are merged 

20 with life packets of other communications, e.g. 
communications between other subscriber loca- 
tions. These test packets are in fact former life 
packets of a communication initially intended be- 
tween the first and the second subscriber locations 

25 and of which the user information contained in the 
data field has been replaced by performance mea- 
surement data. Such test packets are generated • 
and analyzed as will be explained later - by the 
perfomnance measurement device PMD which will 

30    be described below. 
The performance measurement device PMD 

shown has an Input terminal IN and an output 
terminal OUT both connected to the ATM switching 
network. The input terminal IN is connected to a 

35 first input II of a switching element SE via an input 
interface board IIB. The switching element SE has 
a second input 12 and two outputs 01 and 02. The 
output 01 of SE is coupled to its second Input 12 
via a distribution based analyzer or packet analyzer 

40 circuit DBA and a virtual channel generator or test 
packet generation circuit VCG In series. Rnally. the 
second output 02 of the switching element SE is 
connected to the output terminal OUT of PMD via 
an output interface board 01B. 

45 The interface boards IIB and OIB carry well 
known standard interface devices and are therefore 
not described in more detail hereafter. 

When for instance the traffic performance has 
to be measured for life packets, e.g. video packets. 

50 transmitted from the first subscriber location, say A 
(not shown), to the second subscriber location, say 
B (also not shown), a first performance measure- 
ment device PMD, hereafter referred to as PMDA, 
is installed near to A whilst a second performance 

55 measurement device PMD, hereafter refen^ed to as 
PMDB, is installed near to B. Since both PMDA 
and PMDB are identical to the above performance 
measurement device PMD shown, they are not 
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represented individually. 
The switching elements SE of PMDA and 

PMDB are first initialized to recognize video pack- 
ets transmitted from the subscriber location A to 
the subscriber location B. Switching elements such 
as SE are already known, e.g. from the European 
patent EP 0.231.967 (P. DEBUYSSCHER 3). and 
are therefore not described in detail here. 

The operation of the ATM switching network is 
such that all the life packets supplied by the life 
traffic source at the location A, instead of being 
transmitted straight away to their destination, i.e. to 
the life traffic receiver at the location B, are de- 
viated, directly or via the ATM switching network, 
to the first performance measurement device 
PMDA. When such a life (video) packet is received 
at the input terminal IN of PMDA. it is transmitted 
to the switching element SE via the input interface 
board IIB. SE then performs a first route selection 
in function of the routing information stored In the 
header of the received life packet and which in- 
dicates whether this packet is intended to the loca- 
tion B or not. As a consequence. SE transfers the 
packet either to its output 01 or to its output 02. In 
more detail, if the life packet belongs to the com- 

; munication to be measured, i.e. the communication 
of video packets between A and B. and has thus to 
be translated into a test packet. SE transfers this 
life packet to the distribution based analyzer DBA 
via the output 01. On the contrary, if the life packet 
belongs to another communication, although also 
established by A, and must not be used for the 
test, SE transfers it to the output 02 and from there 
back to the ATM switching network via the output 
interface board and the output terminal OUT of 
PMD. This life packet is then further transmitted to 
its destination receiver and its transfer through the 
performance measurement device PMDA remains 
transparent for the users. 

Since the distribution based analyzer DBA re- 
ceives from the switching element SE selected life 
packets and, consequently, idle packets in be- 
tween, the aim of DBA is to recognize idle packets 
from not-idle or life packets and to send, for each 
life packet received from SE. a request signal to 
the virtual channel generator VCG. Additionally, the 
distribution based analyzer DBA also provides the 
header of the received life packet to the virtual 
channel generator VCG. The latter then creates a 
test packet. The header of this test packet is simi- 
lar to the header of the corresponding life packet, 
i.e. contains at least an indication of the address of 
the destination subscriber location B, but also con- 
tains a parameter which indicates that it is a test 
packet and no more a life (video) packet. Moreover, 
the data field or payload of the test packet is now 
loaded with performance measurement data which 
replaces the former life communication data. 

The test packet created by VCG Is then trans- 
mitted to the switching element SE via the input 12 
thereof. SE transfers the test packet from its input 
12 to its output 02 and so further to the ATM 

5 switching network via the output interface board 
OIB and the output terminal OUT. 

It is to be noted that the virtual channel gener- 
ator VCG instead of generating a test packet for 
each life packet received from DBA as described 

10    above may also generate real time test packets 
either automatically, e.g. periodically with a pre- 
determined time interval, or manually upon request 
of an operator. These possibilities are however not 
discussed in detail in the present description be- 

15    cause the test packets which are then generated 
by VCG create a measurement traffic which is 
added to the real time traffic and that the purpose 
of the invention is to create a measurement traffic 
which operates in tiie place of life traffic, i.e. with- 

20    out adding any other traffic. 
The test packet transmitted from the perfor- 

mance measurement device PMDA to the ATM 
switching network Is routed in the latter to the 
subscriber location B according to the routing In- 

25 formation stored in its header. However, instead of 
being transmitted directly to B. the ATM switching 
network has been so initialized that all the packets 
having the location B as destination are first de- 
viated to the performance measurement device 

30    PMDB located near to B as indicated above. 
The test packets, as well as any other packets 

having the subscriber location B as destination, are 
thus applied to the input terminal IN of PMDB and 
so further to the input II of SE via the input 

35    interface board IIB. The switching element SE then 
performs a selection amongst tfie test packets 
originated by the life traffic source at the sub- 
scriber location A and which are then transferred to 
ttie output 01, and the other packets having also 

40    the location B as destination and which are Imme- 
diately transferred to the output 02. The latter pack- 
ets are then really transmitted to tiie life traffic 
receiver at the subscriber location B via the output 
interface board OIB, the output terminal OUT of 

(5    PMDB and the ATM switching network. On the 
contrary, the test packets are transferred to the 
distribution based analyzer DBA which, additionally 
to its above function of distinguishing life packets 
from idle packets, is also able to recognize test 

0    packets and to analyze the contents of their data 
field, i.e. the performance measurement data, for 
providing results of the requested performance 
measurement. 

While the principles of tiie invention have been 
55    described above in connection with specific ap- 

paratus, It Is to be cleariy understood that this 
description is made only by way of example and 
not as a limitation on the scope of tiie invention. 
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Clalins 

1. Performance measurement device (PMD) for at 
least one communication path between a first 
and a second subscriber location of a tele- 
communication packet switching network, said 
device including test packet generation means 
(VCG) for generating test packets and for 
transmitting them through said switching net- 
work via said communication path, and packet 
analyzer means (DBA) for receiving said test 
packets from said switching network and for 
measuring the performance characteristics of 
said communication path, characterized in that 
said test packet generation means (VCG) are 
adapted to receive life data communication 
packets from a life traffic source located at 
said first subscriber location and to transform 
said life packets Into said test packets. 

2. Performance measurement device according 
to claim 1, characterized in that said test pack- 
et generation means (VCG), said packet ana- 
lyzer means (DBA) and said life traffic source 
are all connected to said switching network. 

3. Performance measurement device according 
to claim 2, characterized In that said life pack- 
ets are received in said test packet generation 
means (VCG) from said life traffic source via 
said switching network. 

4. Performance measurement device according 
to claim 2, characterized in that it further in- 
cludes packet switching means (SE) coupled 
between said life traffic source and said test 
packet generation means (VCG). said packet 
switching means being adapted to receive 
packets and to transmit them either to said test 
packet generation means (VCG) or to said 
switching network according to predetermined 
parameters stored in said packets. 

6. Performance measurement device according 
to claim 2, characterized In that said packet 
analyzer means (DBA) are coupled between 
said life traffic source and said test packet 
generation means (VCG) and are adapted to 
receive packets, to recognize test packets from 
life packets and to transmit the tatter to said 
test packet generation means (VCG). 

6. Performance measurement device according 
to claim 5. characterized In that said test pack- 
et generation means (VCG) provide one test 
packet for each of said life packets received 
from said packet analyzer means (DBA). 

7. Performance measurement device according 
to claim 1, characterized in that each of said 
packets has a data field and a header which 
stores routing information indicative of the des- 

5 tination of said packet through said switching 
network. 

8. Performance measurement device according 
to the claims 8 and 7, characterized in that the 

70 data field of said test packet provided by said 
test packet generation means (VCG) stores 
performance measurement data. 

9. Performance measurement device according 
15        to the claims 6 and 7, characterized in that the 

header of said test packet provided by said 
test packet generation means (VCG) Is at least 
partly identical to the header of the corre- 
sponding life packet received from said packet 

20        analyzer means (DBA), 

10. Performance measurement device according 
to the claims 4 and 7, characterized in that 
said predetermined parameters are stored in 

25        the header of said packet. 

11. Performance measurement device according 
to the claims 4 and 9, characterized in that 
said packet analyzer means (DBA) are coupled 

30 between said packet switching means (SE) and 
said test packet generation means (VCG), and 
are adapted to measure said performance 
characteristics in function of performance mea- 
surement data stored in the data field of said 

35        received test packets. 

12. Performance measurement device according 
to any of the previous claims, characterized in 
that said switching network is an Asynchronous 

40        Transfert Mode (ATM) switching network. 

13. Method for measuring the performance char- 
acteristics of at least one communication path 
of a telecommunication packet switching net- 

45 work by transmitting test packets through said 
network, 

characterized in that said test packets are 
life data communication packets of life traffic 
and of which the communication data Is re- 

50        placed by perfomnance measurement data. 

55 
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